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1- Human infants have the potential for developing human characteristics if they are exposed to

adequate..................process.
1. deletion

2. isolation

3. separation

4. socialization

2- Sociologists focus on how humans design their culture and transmit it from generation to

generation. 'It' refers to............ .
1. focus

2. sociologist

3. their culture

4. generation

3- Social environment is a crucial part of an individual's socialization. 'Crucial' means.............. .
1. easy

2. boring

3. important

4. unimportant

4- Nowadays we say someone is "speech-impaired" not.................. .
1. dumb

2. sharp

3. clever

4. smart

5- She has lived and worked in London almost continuously. 'Continuously' means................ .
1. fast

2. slowly

3. quietly

4. continually

3. isolates

4. isolation

6- My friend felt very..........................in his new job.
1. isolate

2. isolated

7- The qualities that exist and can be developed are called................. .
1. potential

2. capacity

3. tiredness

4. probability

8- Socialization is the lifelong process of social interaction through which individuals acquire a self-

identity. 'Acquire' means.......... .
1. reject

2. obtain

3. remove

4. throw away

9- They have not made any effort to................with the local community.
1. integrate

2. integrates

3. integrated

4. integration

10- The fact of not giving enough care or attention to somebody or something is called................ .
1. consider

2. neglect

3. instinct

4. attention

11- The place to live or stay in, which is considered as a basic human need, is called............ .
1. job

2. hobby

3. habit

4. shelter

12- The way in which two or more things or people affect each other is called.................... .
1. play
3  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. reaction

3. interplay
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13- I see the dog has been ...................itself again.
1. misbehave

2. misbehaves

3. misbehaving

4. behave

14- A real or imaginary line that makes the limits or edges of something and separates it from other

things or places is called.......... .
1. area

2. boundary

3. region

4. district

15- Agents of socialization are the persons, groups, or institutions that teach us what we need to

know in order to .............in society.
1. hide

2. die

3. destroy

4. participate

3. interpretative

4. interpretatively

16- He raised an........................problem.
1. interpret

2. interprets

17- Immigrants have contributed to British culture in many ways. 'Contributed' means................ .
1. added

2. failed

3. divided

4. deleted

18- She bought a vast array of bottles of different sizes and shapes. 'Array' means............. .
1. group

2. bit

3. item

4. piece

19- As soon as we are old enough to have acquaintances outside the home, most of us begin to rely on

............groups as a source of information and approval about social behavior.
1. pair

2. peer

3. pale

4. pain

20- The problems facing the president are enormous. 'Enormous' means................. .
1. small

2. dark

3. unclear

4. huge

21- What we most often think of as instinctive behavior actually can be attributed to.............and

drives.
1. repairs

2. reflexes

3. factors

4. symbols

22- No candidate fulfills all the criteria for this position. 'Fulfills' means.............. .
1. does

2. denies

3. leaves

4. forgets

3. privately

4. privavies

23- Their children were educated.................... .
1. private

3  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. privacy
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24- She was motivated solely by self-interest. 'Solely' means............... .
2. slowly

1. only

3. quickly

4. quietly

25- Cultures do not generally remain............ . There are many factors working toward change and

diversity.
2. static

1. roling

3. moving

4. travelling

26- Middle and upper income families typically instill ideas of monetary and social success in children.

'Monetary and social success' means................... .
1.   



3.    



2.     
4. 

  

27- Mass media introduce us to wide variety of people. 'Wide variety of people' means................ .
1.

  ! "

2.

  # $ % 

3.  " &'



4. ( '  

28- Culture is essential for our individual survival. 'Individual survival' means.................. .
1. )'



2.

3. #  *'

 '

4. +  '



29- Humans have a unique ability to manipulate symbols to express abstract concepts . 'Abstract

concepts' means.......... .
1.  ,  -.

2. / 0 -.

3. 1  ' 2/

4. 1  ' # 2/

30- Over the past 175 years, more than 55 million legal immigrants have arrived there. 'Legal

immigrants' means................ .
1. (3 4 &
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2.  3 4 &

3.  0 4
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